Leaving a Gift that Lives on
Remembering Kids for Kids in your Will
Kids for Kids improves the lives of children long term. Everything we provide in Darfur is designed to
help children no one else seems to care about. The key to why our help is so effective, is that everything
lasts, and lasts. We believe in doing all we can to prevent problems from becoming catastrophes, but we
do not believe in charity. We believe in helping people to help themselves. The level of poverty in
Darfur makes it almost impossible for families to do this alone. They struggle just to survive. This is
why we are asking for your help. Leaving a Legacy to Kids for Kids is so special. It becomes a living
memorial that will transform children’s lives, year after year.

A life not forgotten
If you decide to leave a gift to Kids for Kids in your Will, you will change children’s lives immediately
and help lift whole communities in Darfur out of abject poverty. We can name things for you, from
handpumps, kindergartens, health and veterinary centres, to whole villages – creating permanent and
lasting memorials in the name you choose. The gift of a little goat is a sustainable last memorial too. Our
goat loans pass to new families every two years, on and on.
To date we have adopted 100 villages in Darfur, helping over 550,000 people, but there are over 900
more villages where children’s lives are off the scale in deprivation. Each year we adopt new villages,
but we can only do this with the help of our supporters who know that Kids for Kids is a long lasting and
growing organisation. Legacy giving is instrumental in safeguarding the future of Kids for Kids.

A Legacy Gift to Kids for Kids is exempt
from inheritance tax
We know that family comes first when preparing your Will, but a
gift of just 1% will make a lasting difference to children who have
so little. Your gift will not attract any tax. Gifts of 10% or more of
your net estate reduce the inheritance tax on the remainder of your
estate from 40% to 36%. If you already have a Will, a codicil,
witnessed, may be added.
Please remember Kids for Kids in your Will and ensure that your family can be safe in the knowledge that
your gift will be helping children who are in desperate need, for many years to come, becoming your
legacy for children of the future.

Contact Us
Please contact us for more information and to request a
Legacy Giving Booklet which includes advice on the
wording for your Will, FAQs and the specific gifts you can
give. We would love to hear from you. Please contact our
Founder Patricia Parker MBE
patricia@kidsforkids.org.uk / 07957 206440
Kids for Kids P.O Box 456, Dorking, Surrey RH4 2WS
https://www.kidsforkids.org.uk
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